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Abstract: Urban populations in low- and middle-income countries are diverse in their health profiles and socioeconomic characteristics, and intra-urban differentials in health are in many cases even larger than those between urban and rural areas. Most existing household sample surveys implemented globally cannot provide required information on health outcomes, health-related behaviors, and health infrastructure specific to cities in regular intervals, particularly for sub-populations within urban areas. In this paper, we discussed some of the challenges for designing and conducting household surveys in urban areas to capture key health outcomes and service utilization indicators. Based on our experience in implementing the 2006 and 2013 rounds of Urban Health Surveys in Bangladesh and knowledge on implementing surveys globally, we identified several options for conducting similar surveys to capture key health outcomes and service utilization indicators in urban areas in the coming years. In light of increased attention to measuring the health of urban populations within the global development agenda, the measurement issues we documented in this paper and the framework we proposed to address them will inform others who are planning to conduct similar surveys.

Introduction

According to the United Nations, 54% of the global population lived in urban areas in 2014, and most of
the future demographic growth will occur in cities (United Nations, 2014). By 2050, three-fourths of the
world’s population is expected to live in urban areas, with the highest rates of urbanization in developing
countries (Ferguson and Navarrete, 2003; Pearson, Newton and Roberts, 2014; Sticzay and Koch, 2015).
This process of rapid global urbanization is driving increased attention to measuring the health of urban
populations. Furthermore, several of the post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are at least
indirectly related to improving urban health, with Goal 11 (viz., make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable) focusing specifically on the urban environment as a part of the
global development agenda (Simon et al. 2015; Sticzay and Koch, 2015). Urban populations are very
diverse in their health profiles and socioeconomic characteristics (Vlahov et al. 2007). Intra-urban
differentials in health are in many cases even larger than those between urban and rural areas (WHO and
UN-HABITAT, 2010a). As many countries, including Bangladesh, have increased their attention to urban
health issues as a part of their health policies, there is a need for information on health outcomes, health-
related behaviors, and health infrastructure specific to cities in order to identify priority health needs,
plan the provision of health services, monitor progress, and evaluate interventions in urban areas.

Bangladesh is undergoing a rapid urbanization process. Though it is largely a rural country (66% of the
population lives in rural areas in 2015), all future population growth in the country is expected to be in
urban areas. It is estimated that the urban population in Bangladesh will grow from its 2015 level of 55
million people to 83 million in 2030 (United Nations, 2014). While the country is organized into eight
administrative divisions, 64 districts, and 492 upazilas (sub-districts), the urban centers in Bangladesh are
organized into three geographically distinct levels, from larger to smaller population size: City
Corporations, district municipalities and towns, and upazilla headquarters (Govindaraj et al., 2018). As of
2015, Bangladesh had 532 urban centers, including eleven City Corporations and 318 municipalities run
by elected councils (Government of Bangladesh, 2017). With the current rate of urbanization, Bangladesh
will be an urban country by 2039, when the majority of people will live in urban areas. Dhaka, the
country’s capital, is now the 11th largest mega city (defined as having more than 10 million inhabitants),
with 17 million people, up from 24th in the population ranking in 1990. Since Dhaka has one of the highest
population growth rates among megacities (3.6% annually for 2010–2015), it is expected to become the
world’s 6th largest city in 2030, with 27 million people (United Nations, 2014; Govindaraj et al., 2018).

While many types of health information can be used for planning, monitoring, and decision-making,
household surveys have long been a mainstay in the health information infrastructure for providing
critical information on health knowledge, behaviors, and outcomes at the population level. Household
surveys are regularly conducted in developing countries by multi-national programs like the Demographic
and Health Surveys (DHS), Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS), or national statistical offices. National
household surveys typically provide data disaggregated by urban and rural areas, but they are often
limited in the information they can provide to examine conditions within urban areas. They are not
designed to provide information to examine heterogeneity and inequalities in health within cities. The
issue is not only one of insufficient survey sample size—there are design and measurement issues that
arise from objectives that are specific to urban health surveys. An example is to contrast slum populations
with non-slum groups in the city.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the measurement issues for designing and conducting
household surveys in urban areas to capture key health outcomes and service utilization indicators for the
major urban subpopulations (for example, slums and non-slums). We identify these issues from our
experience in implementing the 2006 and 2013 Urban Health Surveys in the main cities of Bangladesh.
We document the challenges faced and how we dealt with them to inform others who might conduct
similar surveys in low-resource settings. Based on our field experiences in Bangladesh and reviewed
global practices, we also proposed a framework for addressing the major measurement challenges in urban health surveys.

The 2006 and 2013 Bangladesh Urban Health Surveys

The 2006 Urban Health Survey (UHS) was a representative household survey of slums and non-slums within the City Corporations and urban areas within the District Municipalities of Bangladesh. The survey objective was to obtain a profile of health conditions, healthcare-seeking behavior, and socioeconomic characteristics in the main cities of Bangladesh, with explicit attention to examine differences between conditions in slum and non-slum groups within the City Corporations. To ensure the representativeness of the sample, the UHS team conducted a census and mapping of slums (CMS) in 2005 to identify the location and boundaries of slums and estimated population of the slums in the six City Corporations included in the UHS. The 2005 CMS provided the sampling frame for selecting representative slums and non-slums samples of households (Angeles et al. 2009). It documented more than 9,000 slums in Bangladesh, most in Dhaka (CUS, NIPORT and MEASURE Evaluation, 2006). Further details are provided in the Methodology section of the 2006 UHS Final Report (NIPORT et al. 2008).

The 2013 UHS had three main objectives. First, it sought to measure changes in key health outcomes and service utilization indicators in the same three overall domains as the 2006 UHS: slums and non-slums in City Corporations and district municipalities (referred to as “other urban areas” in the 2013 UHS to differentiate from large cities like City Corporations). Second, it examined sources of care for health services in slums and non-slums. Third, it attempted to determine if intra-urban differences in key health outcomes had narrowed between 2006 and 2013. The populations of interest were the slum and non-slum populations living in nine main cities and other urban areas. Again, further details are provided in the 2013 UHS Final Report (NIPORT, ICDDR,B, and MEASURE Evaluation, 2015).

Measurement issues

Several measurement issues need to be considered when designing surveys in urban areas. These issues include the definition/boundary of urban areas, particularly in the view of rapidly changing boundaries over time; identifying populations of interest within urban areas (e.g., slums); complex and diverse health service environments, including large numbers of private providers; lack of sampling frames for urban health providers; defining the relevant choice set/catchment areas for health services for urban populations; defining intervention and comparison groups in urban areas; and finally, non-response as well as missing eligible respondents (for surveys), and loss to follow up (for longitudinal data collection). We discuss each of these issues in turn with particular emphasis on three: the definition/boundary of urban areas; identifying populations of interest within urban areas; and defining the relevant choice set/catchment areas for health services for urban populations.

Figure 1. Boundaries of Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA)
Defining urban areas

The first step in designing a survey of urban populations is to define what we mean by urban areas. A common way to do that is to use recognized official administrative urban units and boundaries. For example, for the 2005 CMS, we defined urban areas as City Corporations. There were six City Corporations at that time: Dhaka, Chittagong, Khulna, Rajshahi, Sylhet, and Barisal. For Dhaka, the country’s capital, the survey included the City Corporations plus the 17 unions that comprise the Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA). The 2013 UHS defined urban areas as the nine current City Corporations and district municipalities with populations larger than 45,000 as determined by the 2011 National Population and Housing Census (BBS, 2014). The three new City Corporations were Rangpur, Narayanganj, and Comilla. The national statistical office, Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS), also used the concept of statistical metropolitan areas to define urban areas. These included Municipal Corporations and the adjacent localities having urban characteristics (which include: a majority of the male working population being engaged in the non-agricultural sector; availability of amenities like roads, electricity, community
centers, water supply, sanitation, sewerage system, etc.; and being densely populated) (BBS, 1994).

Figure 1 shows a satellite image with the boundaries of the DMA.

However, our interest is in the population of Dhaka, and the city has extended well beyond its administrative boundaries and has a significant portion of its population in adjacent areas. Figure 2 shows two large and densely populated areas just outside the DMA boundaries. Despite the continuation of the city across the river in the Southwest of Dhaka, the Keraniganj area (circled A) was not included in the sample frame of the UHS. A similar situation occurs in the Northern part of the city (circled B). We can also find administrative areas with the opposite issue—those classified as urban but contain quite large rural tracts. For example, Figure 3 shows a union that is classified as part of the DMA but that has a very dispersed population and cultivation areas—the area on the left in that union (marked A) is predominantly agricultural area, and the right side (marked B) is primarily urban.

Figure 2. Large areas of city expansion outside DMA boundaries
Figure 3. A union of the DMA with dispersed population and agricultural areas
The issue of urban sprawl beyond the recognized administrative boundaries of the city is probably no surprise to most readers, but it has implications for surveys in urban areas, which must cover a clearly defined geographic space. Administrative boundaries offer a number of advantages for defining that urban space because they are standardized, replicable boundaries (i.e., different researchers will not define them differently), and census data on population size are typically available for standardized administrative units, making it easier to calculate sample selection probabilities and certain per capita-type indicators (e.g., for health services). Administrative boundaries are also relatively stable over time, so it is easier to know what you are comparing for trend analysis. Alternative approaches require the researcher to determine the urban boundaries based on some criteria, which may vary from researcher to researcher and lead to non-standard boundaries for which it is difficult to obtain other data, such as population size estimates. Administrative boundaries also often coincide with planning authorities, making the data more policy-relevant and actionable.

However, using administrative boundaries clearly risks missing important urban areas that fall around the edge of the administrative boundaries and likely underestimates the urban population and services in rapidly expanding cities. Similarly, there is the possibility of overestimating urban populations in less dense urban areas, as the urban land area may expand faster than the population grows and urban expansion or sprawl does not necessarily mean a similar level of increase in the population size (Angel et al. 2011; Wolff, Haase, and Haase, 2018). Importantly, the population living just outside of the administrative boundaries is likely different from the population within the boundaries. For example, recent migrants may locate to newer settlements on the city’s outer edges beyond the administrative boundaries, and these migrants may be poorer and have poorer living environments (WEF, 2017; Schiller and Çağlar, 2011). Excluding migrants and other migrant poor can affect the conclusions drawn about the characteristics of the urban population. Rapid population influx and urbanization mean that urban slums
are rapidly expanding and changing environments. However, administrative boundaries are usually only modified in response to decennial census data.

Particularly for the 2013 UHS, the use of urban boundaries posed a challenge. The definition of urban area used by BBS in the 1981 National Census was continued up to 2001 and changed in 2011. In the earlier censuses, the urban area included city corporations, municipalities, *upazila* (sub-district) headquarters, growth centers, cantonment area, and urban agglomerations adjacent to large cities (termed as Statistical Metropolitan Areas—SMAs) (Dewan and Corner, 2014; Hossain, 2011). In 2011, the concepts of SMA, growth center, and some other urban areas were abandoned and only the City Corporations, municipalities (*paurashavas*), upazila headquarters, and cantonment area were considered as urban. Due to this definitional change, the percentage of the urban population decreased slightly to 23.3% in 2011 compared to 23.5% in 2001. If the same definition of urban areas had been used in 2011 as previously used, the percentage of the urban population would have been 28.0% in 2011 (BBS, 2014). This definitional change also resulted in a difference of nearly eight million people in urban population estimates from the 2011 national census source and international source (see Figure 4) (United Nations, 2014; BBS, 2014; BBS, 1994).

**Figure 4. Urban population estimates for Bangladesh from national and international sources**
Identifying populations of interest within urban areas: slum residents

Populations living in slum areas are often of particular interest for urban health. There is no standard definition of a slum, and multiple definitions are found in the literature. Yet the definition and measurement methods used are important, as they determine survey sampling frames. Nolan reviewed the implications of different definitions for measuring health inequities in India (Nolan, 2015). While there is general agreement on criteria (density, crowding, water and sanitation, housing material, low SES), there is no agreement on cut-off points. The most widely accepted definition is probably the United Nations Human Settlement Program’s (UN-Habitat) definition, which defines a slum as “one or a group of individuals living under the same roof in an urban area and lacking one or more of the following: durable housing, sufficient living area, access to improved water, access to improved sanitation, and secure tenure” (UN-HABITAT, 2003). However, varying slum definitions often result in a large difference in estimates from different sources. In 2001, UN-Habitat estimated that there were 155 million slum dwellers in India following their definition, compared with 54 million reported by the Census of India, who used the slum definition as ‘a compact area of at least 300 population or about 60–70 households of poorly built congested tenements, in an unhygienic environment usually with inadequate infrastructure and lacking in proper sanitary and drinking water facilities in addition to urban areas already identified/recognized as slums by state/local government and union territories administration’ (Patel, Koizumi, and Crooks, 2014). In Bangladesh, the most recent census of slum areas and floating population by BSS used the following definition for slums: a cluster of compact settlements of 5 or more households which generally grow very unsystematically and haphazardly in an unhealthy condition and atmosphere on government and private vacant land or owner-based household premises (BBS, 2015). In 2014, BBS estimated that 6.33% of the urban population in Bangladesh (2.2 million in total) was living in urban slums (BBS, 2015), which was much less than national and global sources (UN-HABITAT, 2021; CUS, NIPORT, and MEASURE Evaluation, 2006).

In preparation for the 2006 UHS, the 2005 CMS operationalized the UN-Habitat definition of a slum the following way: settlements with a minimum of 10 households or a mess unit with a minimum of 25 members, and predominantly very poor housing, very high population density, very poor water and sanitation, very low socioeconomic status, and lack of secure tenure (UN-HABITAT, 2003). In the case of the 2005 CMS, slums were defined at a community level, rather than at an individual household level, based on information on the characteristics of neighborhoods (or households) collected from key community informants and specific thresholds were set for each of the characteristics to define slums. The slum mapping in the city corporations involved multiple stages in the 2005 CMS, including a census of slums combining satellite images with “ground-truthing” of all city wards to confirm the slum classification of suspected settlements and estimate the slum population. The complete process was documented elsewhere (Angeles et al. 2009). While this approach was comprehensive and provided a complete sampling frame for the slum and non-slum domains for the 2006 UHS, as well as publicly available maps that were used for a wide range of planning purposes, it was also expensive and time-consuming. Therefore, alternative approaches have been used since then to reduce costs. The sampling approach used in the 2013 UHS reduces the number of areas teams have to visit, which is expected to increase the quality of identification of slums, but the omission of satellite images to help locate slums might offset that to some degree.

The 2013 UHS only mapped slums for a random sample of areas (specifically Mohallas, defined as urban communities) within the City Corporations rather than a full census of slums. This method has the advantage of providing a representative sample at considerably reduced costs but does not provide a complete map of slum areas for planning purposes. Besides, the estimates of the characteristics of slum areas are subject to sampling errors. Satellite images were not used to pre-identify possible slum areas,
We compared the 2005 CMS approach with an alternative approach by Gruebner and colleagues (2014) for developing comprehensive maps of slum areas. Their approach uses existing data only, particularly the analysis of high-resolution satellite images and historical satellite data, to construct maps for different time points without any “ground truthing” to save costs. Hence, their approach requires skills in geographic information system (GIS) methods and analysis of satellite images. The definition of slums is limited to features that can be readily identified by satellite images from above, which differs from the definition used by UN-Habitat or in the 2005 CMS. Also, the absence of field teams limits adding additional community/slum characteristics. Figure 5 compares the slum boundaries obtained from the 2005 CMS (in yellow) with those obtained for 2006 from the Gruebner and colleagues’ (2014) method (in red) for a section of Dhaka. We can see areas where the two sets of boundaries are quite similar such as the area to the right in the figure (circle A). However, we can also see areas in which the two approaches identify quite different areas, such as the area to the left (circle B).

The area adjacent to circle A in Figure 5 was identified as a potential slum area in 2006 from the Gruebner and colleagues’ (2014) boundaries but not in the 2005 CMS. Overall, Gruebner and colleagues (2014) identified a larger area as potential slum areas than the 2005 CMS identified. Such differences are not surprising given the different definitions and methods. For example, Gruebner and colleagues (2014) noted the potential for erroneous inclusion of industrial areas as slums because they look similar in satellite images. The 2005 CMS ground-truthing activity aimed to catch such errors. There may also have been genuine changes in slum geography between 2005 and 2006, especially given flooding in the period
between the two studies. The point here is not to criticize one method over another—identifying non-standard populations of interest is a difficult exercise, and different methods have different advantages and disadvantages. Rather, the takeaway is that there is no one correct solution for all circumstances, so it is important to be aware of the methods used and their implications when using such data.

**Defining the relevant catchment areas for health services**

Health service environments in urban areas are diverse and complex, with a combination of public, private, and non-profit providers, and where health facilities and services are administered by different authorities (WHO and UN-HABITAT, 2010b). A health facility mapping of urban slum settlements in Dhaka by Adams, Islam, and Ahmed (2015) found that pharmacies (drug stores) and non-formal/traditional doctors make up 60% of the health service delivery points in urban areas, followed by physician’s consultation chambers (20%), public hospitals and satellite clinics (12%) and NGO clinics (6%). Spatial access to services is of interest to study inequity within urban areas and to evaluate the impact of changing spatial access on health behaviors and outcomes (e.g., when evaluating the impact of programs). Measuring spatial access to services is challenging in rural areas, but those challenges are magnified in urban areas. Some examples of problems encountered in measuring access to health services in urban areas include large numbers of providers in a small geographic space; catchment areas of facilities are difficult to define and overlap with those of other facilities; and a large for-profit private sector, which may not be well-documented.

We briefly illustrate the catchment issue with an example from the 2008 and 2011 Smiling Sun Franchise Program (SSFP) Urban Evaluation Surveys (Lance, Angeles, and Islam, 2009; MEASURE Evaluation, 2013). The sampling design called for sampling households from within the catchment areas of SSFP clinics, which were defined for each clinic. For sampling, we had to translate the catchment area on a clinic map onto a listing map with clearly defined boundaries. These boundaries are often not standard administrative boundaries, so it took some effort on the ground to determine these boundaries and turn them into maps that could be used for areas that could be listed. The population sizes of these areas also had to be confirmed from the listing operation. Adjacent geographic areas that fell outside of the clinic’s catchment area and were not served by another SSFP clinic also had to be identified, which took a lot of work on the ground given the complex health service environment in large urban areas and non-standard boundaries. In smaller urban areas, a different problem was encountered—the SSFP clinic might serve the entire urban area, and all adjacent areas were rural so could not be used as comparison areas. A different strategy had to be used to identify other nearby urban areas that could serve as comparison areas.

The SSFP evaluation surveys included a community survey in which key informants were asked to identify all the facilities used by members of their community. Figure 6 illustrates the complexity of the urban service environment and the challenge of defining precise boundaries for clinic catchment areas (MEASURE Evaluation, 2013). As would be expected, virtually all urban communities in project catchment areas reported an SSFP clinic used by their community, but so did adjacent non-project catchment area communities. Both project and non-project catchment area communities also reported a range of other types of provider used by their community. Overall, the mean number of facilities reported as used by community members was 11 for urban project communities and 10 for urban non-project communities.
Figure 6. Percentage of urban communities reporting different types of facilities

Figure 7. Percentage of service users who report different types of providers
The picture is a little different when looking at the actual choice of providers reported by individual respondents, however. Despite the similar spatial access environment reported in the community survey, the use of SSFP providers for both family planning (FP) and antenatal care (ANC) was higher among those living in SSFP catchment areas. However, about 6% of FP users and 11% of ANC users in non-project catchment areas did report using SSFP clinics (Figure 7) (MEASURE Evaluation, 2013). Thus, the actual choice of providers reported by individual respondents/service users may be more accurate (assuming the survey sample is representative of the population of interest). Service users clearly cross catchment area boundaries, as would be expected, but there is ‘distance decay’ in the use of a clinic as one moves further away from it. Public health, the phenomena that health services use decreases with increasing distance between health facilities and user’s location is often labeled by the term distance decay (Shannon, Bashshur, and Metzner, 1969). It is also clear that a large proportion of users use other types of providers too, with over half of FP users and over a quarter of ANC users reporting private sector providers, for example. The private sector health service environment can be particularly difficult to fully capture. The lack of sample frames for urban health providers, particularly for the private for-profit sector and informal providers, has remained a challenge. As of November 2015, the Directorate General of Health Services of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare registered 13,341 private hospitals, clinics, and diagnostic centers in Bangladesh (DGHS 2015). The health facility mapping in urban areas of Bangladesh listed 12,963 health facilities (inpatient, outpatient, pharmacies, and diagnostic centers) in Dhaka City Corporation alone (Adams, Islam, and Ahmed, 2015).

A framework for addressing the measurement challenges

In light of the measurement challenges of conducting surveys in urban settings mentioned above, we proposed a framework for conducting urban health surveys. In addition to our experiences from two urban
health surveys in Bangladesh, we reviewed national and global practices in this regard.

Household sample surveys are increasingly being utilized to plan and evaluate health policy programs at national and sub-national levels. In order to get nationally (or for specific strata like total urban, large cities, etc.) representative estimates, a multistage sampling procedure is commonly performed. Under this procedure, the sample of households is selected from previously selected larger sampling units (Alves et al. 2011). This strategy presupposes the existence of complete lists of sampling units throughout all stages of selection (e.g., all slums within the target population with a complete listing of the households within slums). Urban slums are inherently transient, and these informal settlements can move rapidly from one place to another, affected by natural disasters (river erosions, for instance), evictions by city authorities, or resettlements under the government’s poverty reduction/social protection programs. Creating a complete list of slums and updating it in regular intervals is not only resource-intensive, but also not feasible in many of the developing countries. Alves and colleagues (2011) evaluated two sampling frame techniques (viz., using census/complete list of slums/non-slum household addresses and creating of clusters/segments for listing and random selection) and found that the sampling strategy utilizing clusters of households was superior in terms of speed and ease of the listing, the localization and identification of households during the performance of interviews, greater access to the interviewees, and greater stability of the lists. The disadvantages reported were the potential homogeneity within segments and the possibility of less detailed information on the population. The use of segments can also reduce sampling errors due to problems related to identifying selected households and allow for the inclusion of households that were not previously listed. Although the sampling of segments has been used in diverse health surveys, authors demonstrated that this type of sampling is particularly advantageous when applied in slums, which are characterized by disorganized and dense housing patterns (Alves et al. 2011). Based on our experience from UHS 2013, we also found that randomly selecting a sample of urban units (termed as Mohalla in Bangladesh) in the first stage and complete mapping to identify and map all slum and non-slum clusters (30–35 households per cluster) in the selected Mohallas was a feasible sampling strategy (NIPORT, ICDDR,B, and MEASURE Evaluation, 2015). The potential limitations of this approach (i.e., sampling of segments) are biased samples and high sampling error, which are common for two-stage cluster sampling designs.

As discussed earlier, slum identification in urban areas remains a major challenge and is crucial for any urban health survey. However, using conventional methods for slum detection, such as field surveys, can be time-consuming and costly. Our experience from the 2005 CMS indicates that slum identification using high resolution satellite pictures and ground-truthing offers a faster and less expensive alternative for properly identifying the slum settlements. Due to the increasing availability of satellite platforms and advances in analysis methods during the last decade, remote sensing imagery has the potential to become an alternative source of information in urban settings (Duque et al. 2017). There has been a substantial increase in the number of studies regarding the usefulness of remote sensing imagery to identify human settlements—between 2000 and 2015, nearly 90 scientific articles have been published, demonstrating that the physical characteristics of slums are distinguishable from the physical characteristics of formal settlements by using remote sensing data (Kuffer, Pfeffer, and Sliuzas, 2016). This is an important advancement for urban health surveys where information on informal settlements like slums is scarce, and government systems may not fully acknowledge the existence of slums for their policy positions.

Analytical procedures for slum identification in urban areas from satellite imagery are diverse. Among these, texture-based image analysis using Google Earth images showed a promising accuracy of 74% in automatically detecting slums (Praptono et al. 2013)—in this study, Gabor filter and texture features were employed to create the image representation of slums and non-slums based on the regularity and density
of the settlements, which provided substantially better results than the previous works (Kit, Lüdeke and Reckien, 2012). Increasingly, researchers are using machine-learning algorithms for urban image classification, which are information-driven approaches that allow for repetitive learning from a large and rich set of training data (Niebergall, Loew, and Mauser, 2008). In terms of more sophisticated analytical methods, a recent study on implementing a low-cost, standardized strategy for slum detection using spectral, texture, and structural features extracted from Google Earth compared capabilities of three machine learning algorithms (i.e., Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, and Random Forest)—using data from Argentina, Colombia, and Brazil, the study determined Support Vector Machine with radial basis kernel (SVMrbk) performed the best to classify urban areas as either slum or no-slum (Duque et al. 2017). Based on cost, methodological rigor, and technical expertise requirements, we opine that texture-based image analysis using aerial images can potentially be an effective approach to identify slum settlements for urban health surveys. To mitigate the risks of misclassification of slums, ground-truthing also needs to take place in the settlements identified by remote sensing as seen in other countries (Krishna, Sriram, and Prakash, 2014).

Resolving catchment area issues in delivering health services is more complicated and requires a long-term approach. Our experience from development and implementation of an Electronic Management Information System (eMIS) to automate the business processes of community health workers in Bangladesh indicate that a shortage of community health workers from the public sector makes expanding the population registration system in urban areas not feasible in the near future (MEASURE Evaluation, 2019). The preliminary results from the population registration system in rural areas of Bangladesh clearly demonstrated that such a system could effectively address catchment area issues in delivering essential primary health care to the urban poor.

Conclusions and the way forward

The purpose of this paper was to share some of the measurement issues we faced and approaches we used to address them in the surveys we have done in urban Bangladesh. Measurement of health behaviors and outcomes in urban areas is an active area of research. There is often no single way to address a problem, and new approaches are emerging and being tested all the time. As we learn from these experiences, standards and best practices will emerge. In such a dynamic area, it is critical to clearly document methods used, the choices made, and their implications. For public health researchers and health policymakers as consumers of urban health data, it is essential to understand the methods used and critically assess their implications when interpreting results. These measurement issues bring challenges but also the opportunity for innovation.

Based on our experience implementing the 2006 and 2013 UHSs in the main cities of Bangladesh and review of available examples in similar contexts, we highlight the following options for conducting similar surveys to capture key health outcomes and service utilization indicators in urban areas in the coming years:

1. Design of urban health surveys should follow a three-stage sampling procedure, where defined primary sampling units (PSUs) will be randomly selected with probability proportionate to size (PPS)—PSUs are the area units around which the fieldwork (mapping, segmentation, or listing of households) will be organized. The segments will be selected as random in the second stage, and the particular households within a segment that would be designated for interview in the survey in the
third stage. The process needs to involve extensive ground-truthing to identify slums in the sampled second-stage segments for strengthening precision. To ensure greater reliability, urban health surveys should be planned and implemented shortly after such a population census.

2. The use of high-resolution satellite pictures offers a faster and less costly alternative to the CMS approach (i.e., satellite picture as well as ground-truthing) for slum identification. However, without ground-truthing, the risks of misclassification of slums will be higher. The use of texture-based image analysis on aerial imagery can be an efficient, cost-effective identification approach. An opportunity to combine national population censuses with GIS analysis to identify the different types of settlements (for example, urban slums and non-slum settlements) will give a global picture of settlements across the entire country and guide future surveys.

3. Develop an updated list of health service delivery points in the urban areas, preferably by the public officials, to strengthen the Ministry/Department of Health’s regular monitoring and regulatory activities. For example, in the absence of an official updated list of healthcare providers in the urban areas, expanding the coverage of Urban Health Atlas (ICDDR,B, 2017) and filling in the information gaps with periodic updating will serve as a useful ‘master list’ of health service delivery points in the urban areas in Bangladesh.
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